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1 would iike to present here today e case history iL ahysics, a review
of the evolution of a concept. As you will see, the story beei.ns with matters
that are now old history — and yet it is not a finished affair, tne re otill
re:aain luiresolved problems ai.d unexpiored avenues, which 1:3 the way a pnysicist
likes his orobieus to oe.
One difference between. auiabatic invariance and other concepts in pnvsicr
is that sere is an idea that started with a quantum problem and ended in
classicai mechanics -- or at least this is tr.:e for tnose aspects of it wld.ch
will he discussed today. Back around the turn of the century physicists were
svrorised cy the discrete character of enemy exchaneve between sp.tter and
electromagnetic raaia*.ion. In black-body easilibrium, say, or in the photo-
electric effect, i : appearea that r aoia Lion of frequency 1' tram°erred its
energy only in amounts that satisfiea
E	 = h
"he question arose, what did all this mean''
Now one possible clue that was explored was the way radiation chances its
enerE-v without interaction with matter. Suppose we have a perfectly reflecting
enclosure with a perfectly reflectinr piston at one end. filled with el.ectro-
macnetic raaiation:
f
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As the piston is pusheu forward, it compresses the radiation gas adiabatically
anti two thinao chrnge: the ener chances, since the piston does work against
the radiation pressure, and the frequency distribution changes, due to the
uopAer effect by reflection from a moving piston. This is how Wien in 1893
derived his displacemen t law, for radiation in equilibrium with a given temperature.
A few years after that Rayleigh noted that it may be convenient to assume
here t::at the cavity is rectangular and to treat the standing modes of electro-
magnetic waves in it, and this led him to the Rayleigh-Jeans formula (actually,
it was ^1a­leirh who derived it — Jeans only pointed out that it included an
unnecessary :actor of 8 ). Ehrenfest around 1910 examinea the effect of adiabatic
compression in this case ana found that for each wave mode, for infinitely slow
con,oression, the ratio k energyWkfrequency) stayed constants
Now Rayleigh, in 1902, had also examined a mechanical system with rather
svailar properties keariier, 13oltzmaru: anc others had already dor_e some work in
on a string
this airectior.j. Suppose we nave a penaulumt,`that is being slowly drawn un through
a hole in the ceiling:
ns the strinv is shortenea, two things recur: the freauency increases, because
the shorter a penaulum is, the shorter its period -- and so does the energy,
since worK is oeinr cone against the centrifugal force of the oscillation.
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In this process, the ratio kenergy)/(frequency) 13 only an a proximate
constant, but it has `,he following interesting property. juppose for the sake
•	 of definiteness that the string is shortened to half its length. Then we can
make the variation of the ratio during the entire process arbitrarily small
by making, the shortening process; sufficiently Qlow — that is, by stretching
it out over a sufficiently long, time,
Since this resembled a property of the adiabatically compres;;ed radiation
gas, Ehrenfest called this type of conservation adiabatic invariance. I will
call this the "old" definition of adiabatic invariance, since -- as "rou will
see -- there also exist other definitions, nefore voirg further, let me say a
few words alout what exactly is happening ir. this particular example-
If the length of the pendulum is Kept constant, the notion is periodic. :'he
enerEy E , the angular frnquency _,.) ana their ratio — which we will denote
by IT 	 are all exact constants of the motion, and that's all,
On the other hand, if' the strine is arawn upwards at an ap preciable rate,
the motion is no loz.ger exactly periodic, and small chanPes must be made in the
eauationa of motion to take this factor into account. We then say that we have
a perturbed pendulum motion. There exist approximate methods for treating such
a motion — so-callea perturbation, methods -- which can be used provided the
aifierence from pure pendulum motion is never very grea t_. In tre present case
this reuuces to the rea ,zirement that tr.e relative c`iange in the s :ring's length
per o-cillation is small.
:low perturbatior. methods usual:.r express such re ;uiren.ents by means of some
constant	 which ha• to be much less thar: unity in order for the method to
work:
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L G<, 1
In this case
let Z be the oscillation period
let T be the time requireo to Full ua the string by one
half for to 1/e of its length. etc. )
Then one may take
F = T/ T
Let us furthermore denote by small IS' changes over a single period and by
capital L changes effectea over the entire drawin^—up process.
In a single oscillation, the stri:.F length L changes by an amount
of oraer E L , and similar changes occur in g	 and ..
L	 = U( t u)
^E	 - 0(ZE)
4w	 = 0^ L w )
and
c J = 0( LOO
There exists one important difference, nowever, between
small deltas: ^ L is always negative (the string steauil;
and 'F,: are always positive -- but it may be shown that
approximation, oscillates with the pendul l= motion and has
anyway, an average of higher order:
J ara the other
y gets shorter),	 E
C J , to the first	 n
zero average, or
^" E J)	 =	 G( 62J
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The er..ire drawing-up process contains t 
-1 perioas, which is a larpe
n,"uer. Ir, calculatirv, the accumulateC charge in	 during this time. we may
replace	 by its oscillation-avernee, leadirx to
•	 -- nur:ber of periods
 o( E. 3)
Thus	 GJ Laay be mane arbi trarily small b y m;J,:ing	 small erouph, that
is, by nulling the strinP ,ilowly enojph. Please note that this is a property
of J Rione, not of E , t„ or of any other constantu of the pure nenuulum
motion: only J gives u.: the extra factor of c , hecsuse only it is conserved
on the average to one order in F better `.nan it is conserved instantaneously.
:e:'ore continuing let me Duint out tnat this is a rather remerkable
result: we avt an approximate cons`.^-nt of the perturbed motion without ever
having to Kiiow what ti:e ptrturoation is. all that is rec::i.red is that the
motion be periodic and that the perturbation oe glow and not resonate with
the basic perioaicity„ If you think aoo+it it you will realize that this is a
remarkable bargain — you almost get somethin.- for nothinro I know of no other
^.heory that is so generous,
arenfest P,.ressed — and so did Lorentz and anstein, who were also
involved in this — that quantised variables were those that in the classical
limit were aeiabatically conserved. The problem now became how to iaeriti fy
such adisoatic invariants in other periodic >rechEnical systems. In order to
f
n
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examine this point in more detail, I must now step back and review what clasaical
mechanics was doing at that time, and in particular trace the evolution of
celestial mechanics which — as you will see -- is quite relevant here.
The first general theory of mechanics was due to newton aid was based on
the concept of force. Combining it with the law of gravitation, iiewton was able
to account for !^A:pler's laws of planetary motion and ever since that time, much
	
a[
of classical mechanics wa© directed towards analyzing the motion of celestial
	 -[
bodies, because here was a problem in which all factors were known and all were
easily otserved.
An ambitious test of Newton's theory was undertaken in 1705 by one of his
contemporaries, the astronomer Edmund Halley. Halley guessed that the comets
of 1531, 1607 and 1661 were all the same object and he confidently predicted
its return in 1758. In calculating the orbit of the comet, Halley took into
account the attractions of Jupiter ana Saturn and thus was the first to use
perturbation theory in celestial mechanics: He died in 1742 and thus aid not
see the event which he predicted; neither did he realize that he had made an
er-or in his oerbirbation calclilgtion and that the-afore ti,e comet was behind
his schedule — it was first seen on Christmas nipht. 1758, and passed perihelion
only in March 1759.
Perturbation methons improvea steadily, however, ana even oe:'cre the
predicted return of Hailey' s comet, ClalrAut has already calculRtea its
perihelion tilde within a month of the correct date.
I
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SL.
The reai advances, though, came in the 1yth century, after William
Rowan Hamilton reformulated oewton's mechanics, basing it on the concept
of enerFv rather than force. He showed that there exists, for A large class
of motions, a function — the Hamiltonian -- which net only can be identified
with the 2ner ;/. but which also contains in it all the information about
the evolution of the mechanical system.
The arguments of this function are reneralizea momenta and peneralizea
coordinates, usually denoted by p-s ana q-s ; I won't elaborate cn this, since
you all are probably familiar with Hamiltoniars, The Hamiltonian of, say,
planetary motion, might have a form like
H	
=	 H(U)(p. a) +	 ^. Hll) ( p . q) +	 E.2 H (2) + ...
where H (O^ *-epresents the planet's Kepler motion arounc the sun, the correction
proportional to E represents perturbations due to otter planets, and there
may exist terms of higher orders as well ^-inderlineu quantities are vector.^,
lumping toa petner the p-s a--,d the a-s, the co-cared canonical variables; .
Hosea on the :iamiltonian, Jacobi aevised A partial differential equation,
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, which wren vDlve. wives the comrlete evolution
o` the system. Speci2'1cAlty, it combines the canonical v&riaoles into new
auantities, whicn are either constants of the motion or crow linearly in time.
In practice one soon finds out that if yo--i can solve a problem ny elementary
me`.hoas. the :-.amilton-Jacobi eauhtiozL car.  ne solved. too -- but if not, nothinv
hel.'s. The ret • od ;,here!'ore is not ar. all-purpose snorteut tc a solutior: ite
dal use ,'uL esa is as a mood starting uoirit for Perturbation schemes. Oi.e such
4
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(0
scheme is due to Poincare and Von Zeipel and requires the basic system to have
a periodic character -- a property that is satisfied by the Kepler motion. It
noes as follows.
:First let us choose the initial variables so that each pair 1p1 9 qi^
corresponds to a different periodicity of H(0)
	
If HM does not have
the maxim ,im number of periodicities, it may lacl- the corresponding variables:
for instance, HM for the Kepler problem contains only one pair of canonical
variab).es, because the motion renresentea by it has only one periodicity.
Next, solve the hamiltontiacobi equation for the unperturbea part H(0)
alone. This Fives the problem a new Hamiltonian formulation, with new canonical
variables — we will aenote them by capital P-a and W-s -- that are either
constant or linear in time. We choose the new variables so that the Qi
 are
the only variables that may be linear ii, time, and that they all be angles, of
the sort that enters the problem only as the anent of periodic functions --
say, of sines and cosines. With this choice, even though the Qj
 may prow without
limit, all observable quantities merely osciliste: by contrast, a steadily
increasing variable trait is not an angle usually spells trouble„
It turns out that this is not ar, unreasonable cemand and can be met. The new
momenta coniupate to these "angle variables" are usually denoted by capital J-s
(rather then P-a l and have the form
i i a
	
pi dqi
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where the intevration is over a complete period of the gppr-ipriate decree of
freeuom. The ,i i are called action variables.
Now we turn our attention to the entire riPuoiltor^ian. incl'.jdine correction
terms of' order C ar,n hipter. ala re-:o.-nulnte it in -.erns of the action and
anrle vnrinble!^. water this the-'e exists a rather strairhtforwatd procedure
for cranking_ out, order ry oruer, a near-iaentity transformation to vet
another set of canonical variables, which we will eistinf luiah by asterisksg
	
.'1	 =	 J1	 +	 E 
Ji(])	 +	 b 2 J112)	
+ ...
	
•	 r(i)	 2 •t2)
Qi + 	 t.	 + ...
suctl that for the real motion — perturbation included -- the Ji are
constant while the Q', ma.V evolve linearly in time. In ether norms.  we
`^	 1
solve the }inmiltor.-,iacobi equation in two steos, first for H (0)	 :one
^..	 — this rives us :i and 4, -- ana then for the entire H , pivine the
asterisk-marked variables as solutions.
This is standard cperatinp procedure in celestial mechanics, and scientists
have carried it to as many nraers in F_ as their patience coulo stand. bore
recently computers have been proem ned to do the algebra, which saves wear
and tear on the ► serves,
Now let us return to adiabatic invariants, where r:hrei.fent ano t:ia
colleagues were trying to extend results derivec for the drawn-up pendulum
to renerai periodic :;yetems. cy founa and proved that in such systec.s,
the action variables
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Ji =	
f 
pi dqi
are adiabatically conserved. This led to the Bohr-aommerfeld theory of the atom,
in which such integrals were quantised, and as you know this theory gave quite
useful results for one-electron systems but completely failed for the Helium atom.
For details of all this -- including perturbation theory, the drawn-up pendulum,
adiabatic invariance and so forth — I recommend Born's book "Mechanics of the
^1k
Atom" written in 1924 (a 1960 edition e:csts). This was probably the last attempt
to attack quantum problems by using classical adiabatic invariance.
Soon after the book appearea the reAl breakthrough occured, when Schrodinger
and others decided to look not at the action variables but at the hamilton-
;-
	
	 Jacobi equation that generated the.,. They founu that if that equation is regarded
as the limiting equation Describing the "geometrical optics" of a wave, a
consistent quantum theory could be derived, ana you all know that this tneory
-
	
	 has been very successful indeed. Among other things, quantum theory has its
counterpart of the adiabatic invariance properties described earlier (explaining
among other things the Bohr-aommerfeld atom), but this talk is concerned with
classical motion and therefore de will not continue in this direction any more.
Instead, let us look further into the significance of classical adiabatic
invariance. In celestial mechanics we founa that the action variable J xis
the first term in a series giving, the true invariant J'
J' a+ & J*W +	 c 2 J*(2) + ...
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we now ask: is the action variable of the drawn-up pendului, also merely the
first term in an infinite series living an exact invariant — and is the
omission of higher order terms the reason -why it is only approximately conserved?
The answer is, , ads, but it is not quite so simple..
Yes, them indeed exists such a series, giving kif it conver t
-es) an exact
invariant J* , which is what people nowaaays usually mean by adiabatic
invariant however, some stick with the old definition and there also exists
a third definition, all of which causes occasional confusion).
Furthermore, it turns out that the first correction term J * 	 is, to
the lowest approximation, a purely oscillating quantity with zero average, If
one averages over the oscillation one therefore gets
J*
 _	 <J	 + Ol E2)
Since J* is a constant. this shows that J is conserved, on the average
to order F. 2 , with the consequences that have already been described.
But this is not the entire story, oecause this is not the same kind of
.	 perturbaticr, as one finds in celestial mechanics. In celestial mechanics, say
we have a planet circling the sun and perturbed by ,,upiter. Then H (0) represents
the energy of its motion around the sun mile the correction term E Fill)
represents the ic:fluence of Jupiter. Since the attraction of Jupiter may be
a thousand times smaller than that of the sun, at all times , the total energy
H is always close to H (01 ,
 We say that the perturbation is small,
9— 12 —
For the pendulum, the perturbation is not smalls if the string is
shortened by one half, the energy chanves considerably. In this case, the
perturbation is not contained in auall terms added to H but in an explicit
time Qependonoe of H , and this dependence must be" slow" , that is
1t H ( q. P. t)	 0 ( E, H/ -r )
(the period Z is included here to make .:he dimensionality correct)
It would take me too long to describe how such adiabatic perturbations
(3)
Are treated. Let me gust state that a theory can be developed for them that
F
exactly parallels the theory for small perturbations. The slow dependence, by
	
_j	
the way, may be on the time t or also on some of the canonical p—s and q—s
but I won't elaborate on this. The and result is that J is indeed the first
	
'	 term of a series for an exact invariant J * , ,just as in celestial mechanics.
During- the 1930—s, classical adiabatic invariance was regarded as little
more than in interes Ang problem of historic interest, But then it suadenly
reappeared from quite a different direction.
In the 40-^ a :;+reaish scientist by the name of Hannes Alfveen --- you may
recall that he shams the Nobel Prize last year -- got interested in the motion
of charred particles in a magnetic field. His main interest was in the motion
of particles causing the polar aurora, which is a subject that comes quite
naturally to someone living in Sweaen, where auroras are often seen.
iIF
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j
	
	
Alfv6n found that particles of low ener gy tended to follow magnetic field
lines while spiralling around them,. You can easily prove that this happens
•	 if the magnetic field is constant in direction ana magnitude: the momentum
component p l orthogonal to field lines has a constant ma gnitude and
-	 ratel
rotates at a constant A so that the particle spirals around its guiaing field
line along a helix of circular cross section. The radius of this helix, the
so-called pyration radius	 . gets smaller and smaller as the particle's
energy decreases,
r
	
	
If the field is slightly inhomopeneous -- field lines curve or converge
slighcly -- the magnitude of p_, is no longer constant. Alfven however
showed that the quantity
M =	 r ,2/ B
(with B the field intensity; is an approximate constant of the motion. He
called it for rather, a quantity proportional to it) the magnetic moment
of the particle, since if you replace the particle circling the field by a
small wire '1 Y Parryinp, the same amount of current, M is proportional to the
magnetic moment of this loop.
At first Alfven did not apparentl y realize that he was dealing with an
adiabatic invariant: in his book "Cosmical Electrodynamics" that appeared in
1950,the term is never mentioned. I don't know who first realized the connection:
the earliest reference I know of is tho 1951 English edition of "The Classical
'Theory of Fields" by landau and Lifshitzwhere this is given, of all things,
as an excerc?se for the student!
i
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Rriefly, what happens is the fo.11uwing. The slightly inhomogeneous magnetic
field, with field lines slowly converging or curving, may be regarded as a
perturbed version of the homogeneous field, where the particle gyrates around
field lines with strict periodicity, while sliding along them with constant
velocity. In a homogeneous Meld there two motions may be separated, and one
finds the Hamiltonian for the gyration to be very much like that of a harmonic
oscillator, leading to an adiabatic invariant that turns out to be proportio-
nal to h . The perturbed motion is termed guiding center motion and has
been the subject of much research.
If all the forces are magnetic, the energy E is conserved, for magnetic
forces are always orthogonal to the velocity and can do no work. The total
momentum o is then also conserved. Because a component of a vector cannot
excised the magnitude of the vector itself, we get an inequality
2
P.,L	 p 2.
B
B 
L
P
	 - Bmax
That is, if M is conserved there exists for each particle a maximum
field intensity B  ewe aboreviate the subscri pt!) Beyond which it cannot
penetrate. If in its notion along a field line the particle approaches fields
its advance
exceeding B 	 is slowod down anti finally stop^ea and reflected back at
the noint where B equals B  .
Consioer now a radiation-belt particle in the earth's magnetic field. To
a rood approximhtion this Afield resembles the fiela of a dipole, with field
lines arching out, from one hemisphere to the other
	 - --
or
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On any dipole fiela line the field intensity is highest near the surface
of the earth and weakest in the equatorial region, where the distance from
the earth is greatest. A particle of suitable A", can be trapped on such a
field line, bouncing back and forth between re6ions of higher field intensity,
as illustrated here.
It was the plasma physicist Karshall kosenbluth who first realized, in
the early 50-s , that since this motion is periodic, it too ought to have an
adiabatic invariant associated with it, namely
J	 =	 p de
Here p /, is the momentum component parallel to the fiela and the
interration is along the r-uidinP field lire over one entire "bounce period",
Usually J is called the secona invariant or the lonoituaonal invariant, and
in a moment we xill see tnat it is indeed a most useful concept,
f
ft
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There exists yet another periodicity and to sue its cause, let us pick
an orbit that stays fairly close to the equator and observe it from above
-- say, from the north pole
1
i
\	 Stronger field
Drift
Weaker field
As said before, the particle spirals around field lines, which are perpen-
dicular to the picture. Since the field is stronger closer to the earth,
the inner portion of the orbit will curve a little more tightly than the
outer part kthe drawing Preatly exaggerates this effect). The net result,
as you can see, will be a so-called drift motion sideways, ultimately
carrying the orbit all the way arouna the earth.
If the field is axisymmetrical, the drift motion is axisymmetrical too.
In actual fact the earth's field is only approximately symmetrical ana has
appreciable non-dipole components. If a particle then starts from a P-iven
field line in this field, it becomes a real problem to determine onto which
of the adjacent fiela lines it latches on next.
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The answer, however, is easily guesseu if' one knows about adiabatic
invariants: the particle moves to that field liz,e on which the value of J ,
for a particle that is reflecteml aL Liie save field intensity hm , remains
unchanpea. The answer is in Peneral uni que and it explains, perhaps, why
NASA spends a rrreat weal of computer time on numerical inte grations along
peomagzetic field lines,
liow the drift motion ultimately carries the particle all the way around
the earth, so you {het a third periodicity and — you f*uessed it — a third
invariant. That's its usual name -- "the third invariant" -- it was introduced
(b)
by Nortnrop aria Teller in 1960 and is q uite useful for handlinr time-dependent
f'..elc perturbations, but I de riot have the time to aescribe the details,
To five you some q uantitative feeling for this motion, let me add that
a typical 1 Mev electror. about 500 Km. from the earth --
_ gffrates arounc. its ruidin i . field line about a millicn times each second
- :Hakes about 10 back-ana-forth bounces per second, and
takes over nalf an hour to drift once around the earth
during which time it actually covers about 500,000,000 Km.- since a 1 I%ev
electron is rather relativistic, 0n July 9th, 1962, the U.S, Air Force
exploded a hyarogen bomb over the Pacific, craating an intense belt of
trapped electrons. `three minutes later o_ radio observatory in ieru detected
(,)
synchrotron radiation from this belt, peaking about 6 minutes after the explo-
sion, arid this agrees fsirly well with the calculateu drift times of such
particles.
B Y.	 << BISi (any i, J'
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1 may add that this artificial belt required over 5 years to decay, during
which time some of its particles must have covered several light years. This
is a rather surprising amount of stability for a motion described by the first
te:w of a :aeries that may or may not converge. I would like to devote the
rest of my talk to these questions of stability and convergence, but let me
first warn you that some of what I am going to say may be more speculation
than fact„
o make tnings simple, let us concentrate on the magnetic moment K .
As was said earlier, M is the first tem of a series
M*	Psi	 +	 E..14W 	 +	 F l F, (2)	 +.. e
By now, the first-orcer correction 1 ,P) has been aerived and the second
one is ;mown for some special kinds of field, thouzh I am not aware of anyone
needin., these corrections for a practical purpose, One may ask what F- repre-
sents here. In the preeert case, the slow dependence is on loca tion , not on
time though slow depenaence on time could also be added), so we reauire that
i
the scale lenf-th over wrich the field varies is much larger than *he
ryrdtior. raaius T	 .n figures
is is calleu klfven's critd rion. une might extract an L of sorts from this,
out it would take me too lonv to discuss the full implications,
Now supivae that the series does converge. It may then be expected to
have a certain — quite finite -- radius of convergence in E.. If so, as one
(- 19 -
increases E -- say, by increasing the energy of the particle, which makes T
-row -- at a certain point the series be^r..ns diver ging and suddenly everything
breaks down. Et, in the f i rst terra M then is no longer an approzimution to
a constant of the motion. This is called breakdown of adiaoatic invariance
it has been observed (if tU s is the word) in computer simulations of particle
(9)(,^)
motion, and it indeed happens rather suuaenly,
Next we consider a different point. I have promised to tell you about
the 3rd definition of adiabatic invariance, and here perhap4 is 9 good place
to do so. Consider again a case of slow time aenenaence — such as our
pendulum -- with invariant
J"	 J	 + E J 11j	 +	 E 2 J (2)	 + ...
t
	
	
Suppose that the system starts from one un perturbed state, the pertur-
bation begins sc.00tnly. it carries the system to a different state, switchee
off smoothly aria finally leaves the system w.disturbed in its new :Mate.
	
(mu	 (i1)
	
(l)
Then by the definition of Chandrasokhar,Lenard, Littlewood etc. an
 adiabatic
invariant of oraer n is a quantity undergoing only variations of oraer F_ n
in such a transition,
At first glance it seems that J does not change at all. In the initial
state there is no time dependence, so F- is zero and J = J"	 The same
holds true for the final state and since J` stays constant all the time,
J must nave the same value before aria after ,
Nevertheless Lenard et al. aid not claim that J 	 conserved, but
instead the y called it "adiabatically invariant to all orders." There still
I
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exists some confusion about this phrase, espcciaily with people who have a
different aefinition of ndiabRtic invariw;ce in mind, but the main implication
appears tr be that these scientists did not believe that their Series converged.
In fact, tney calved it an asymptotic series. To anderstana the reason for
this lack of faith, we must or.re more turn back to celestial mechanics.
Newton solved the gravitational motion of tro bodies, but the motion of
throe or gore bodiez, — snv, of the sun and two planets perturbing each other —
turned out to be quite a different preposition.. One can try to solve it by a
series or expansion in	 similar to the series aescribed earlier, and in fact
the first few terms of such expansions give quite usable results. However,
try as they would, the astronomers who aerivea such aeries coula not prove
their converrzence, or even that the quantities which they represented remained
bounded,
A great ueal of work ana frustration was spent on tnis topic during the
19th century and King Oscar the 2nd of Sweaen even offered a prize to whoever
i
came up with a solution. The prize went in 185y to Poincare who proved that
the series did. not converge.
.ne proof, briefly, is as fol.iows (you can find it in wthittaker's text on
11 s)
mechanics}. It may be shown that there exist inttial conditions under which
the expansion breaks down, due to vanishing denominators in some higher terms.
Furthermore, tnere are imfinitely marry such cases, in a way that requires them
to nave a point of accumulation. Yoincare showed that under these conditions
the expanded function ca:.not be analytic.
If
t
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Now even if a series doea riot converge '.re quarntity which it represents
may remain bounded. wt us takes an example closer to our subject -- a particle
trap r ed in a dipole	 fiela. If then: the series for K* does not converge,
this ooes not. mean that the point at which the particle Pets turned pack
wanaers without restriction -- so that sooner or later it whriders into the
atmosphere and the particle Pets absorbed, as some people have suggested,
It may well be that the excursions of this point are limited — except rerhaDs
for some singular orbits — in which case one says that the motion is stable,
A great deal of high-powered math has Prone into this problem and I am
glad to report that Jurpen cioser of the Courant Institute at the !Jniversity
of New York proved certain *.vpes of 3-body motions to be stable. for which
the U.S. National Academy of Sciences awarded him the James Craig vatson i-iedal
in April 1969 . I am also mlad to report that only last year Martin Braun, a
student of :loser. proved the stability of charmed particle :notion in a dipole
(N)field, and also in a mapx etic uirror configuration, if you know what that
means. Thus if' the radiation belt comes down, it won't be due to a deterioration
of adiabatic invariance.,
.,et me now speculate a bit: it coula actually be that the series does
converve. in many cases o2 adiabatic invariance. Poincare's example — two
planets around the sun — has two independent frequencies, namely those of
each planet's motion considered separately, ana any time you have two different
frequencies in a system, you may Pet a resonance, at least in some higher
harmonics. :his nc,,qd not :.ecessarily happen with the drawn-up penaulum, or with
its mathematical idealization, the slowl y perturbs- harmonic oscillator.
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One possible avenue to explore in this connection is a remarkable result
(1s)
found by FAlph Lewis of Los Alamos several years ago.. He showed that for the
perturbed harmonic oscillator, with the Hamiltonian
H = 11/an) [ P2 + m2 Lj2 l t ) q2 J
the quantity
I = e2 422	 +	 Yp - md g o 2
3
is a constant of the motion, provided s satisfies the equation
d2Q % dt2 + W 2 t) ? — y —3 = 0
A
It may be shown that I equals the adiabatic invariant in this case. The
equation may be solveu by series expansion, and this seems to be the fastest
route yet for deriving the adiabatic invariant of the perturbed harmonic osci-
llator to high order. There exists however another advantage, which may be
more importar, : with this approach, one may dispense altogether with the series
ex-oansion. Instead, one now loozcs at existence theorems for solutions of S ,
and with s, iitable choices of W it may be that these solutions can be extended
*,o arbitraril y large values of t , in which case the invariant I exists for
all times. Professor Keith Symon of the University of 4isconsi.n at Madison is
working on this approach and on extendin g Lewis' method to more r-eneral cases,
and I -sish him success„
In concl , ision, we have ended up wnere we started — with the drawn-up pendu-
lum era with an intrigmAnp problem that is not com pletely solvea. The nice thing
about physics, even old-style classical physics, is that you never seem to run
out of intriguing problems,
I
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